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George Phoraris is an associate engineer that joined the Munro and
Associates family in 2016. Initially born in Indiana, raised in Cyprus, he
returned to the States for an education.
Passionate and extremely intrigued with anything associated with
science and engineering he started by modifying motorcycles in his
teens years and during his military service he would help setup during
Dynojet mapping sessions at a friend’s shop.
He soon realized what actually made a vehicle faster was money, or
rather the use of it, where it had the most impact to find any advantages
towards the competition, such of the use light weighing techniques and
the leverage of a supplier’s expertise in the field, just like the McLarenHercules USA collaboration brought on the MP4.
Attended Purdue University in Indianapolis where he majored in
Motorsports Engineering where a high pace, high competition
environment is the only way to go.
Thought-out college he worked in a motoring school program where
retired and current Indycar drivers would educate drivers on the basics
and advanced racing techniques, at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
He volunteered for a new stock car racing program focusing in
incentivizing minorities to get into racing with Charles Wilson, a pioneer
of his own in Indianapolis racing and lastly Tesla where he tried to sell
cars, but failed miserably.
Certified in Mech. Design, he started working as at a small machine
shop/manufacture in Indianapolis where he dealt with customers,
coordinated with a partner company on deliverables after leaving to go
racing with Nissan’s LMP1 program.
His current garage project is finishing the 4 cylinder, 500cc 2-stroke
that he has been neglecting for the past few months.
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